
Research 

  

  

  

(a) Completed  

  

(i)       Policy Options for Value added to Different Levels of Production. 

  

This work examined the challenges usually faced by management in value added for different 

levels of production. It proposed the possible options of replacement, do nothing and right size; 

and then developed a scientific frame work for decision making. A journal paper has been 

published from this work. 

  

  

  

(ii)      Evaluation of Productivity in Different Work Systems Providing Similar Services 

  

This work investigated two different work systems providing similar services and applied this to 

selected public and private hospitals. It examined both profitability and productivity in those 

systems and the possible reasons for the observed variances in their performances. A Conference 

paper accepted for the 17th World Congress On Ergonomics, August 9-14, 2009, Beijing, China, 

2009, was developed from this work. 

  

  

  

(iii)             Project Portfolio Selection Model Using Integer Linear Program 

  



In this work, integer linear programming model was proposed for selecting an optimal project 

portfolio and demonstrated its application using data from an organization. This model is based 

on the organization’s objectives, constraints and interdependencies. The model seeks to 

maximize the net present value (NPV) from the selected projects. It is a good management tool 

for decision making. A journal article based on this work has been submitted for possible 

publication. 

  

  

  

(iv)                    A Composite Index Model for Equipment Evaluation, 

  

This work developed a composite index model for equipment evaluation and assessment. It was 

applied to evaluate and assess a used vehicle. A Conference paper accepted for the Second 

International Conference on Engineering Systems Management & Applications American 

University of Sharjah, Sharjah, UAE, March 30 –April 1, 2010, was developed from this work. 

  

  

  

  

  

(b) In progress 

  

(i)          An Integrated Production Plan and Productivity Model for a Manufacturing Firm. 

Usually production plans are made (first), operations carried out (second) and productivity 

evaluated (third) after words. Thus production is before and productivity evaluated after. This 

work seeks to evaluate productivity of a planned production so that lapses are corrected during 

the planning and productivity evaluation is not just a post operation exercise. 

  

  



  

(ii)       A Computer Module for the Input and Output based Productivity Evaluation (IOP) 

Model. 

  

This work is an attempt to develop a user friendly module for productivity evaluation. The main 

thrust is to develop software that enables a firm to measure its productivity, profitability and 

price recovery in a user friendly environment. It would simplify the productivity evaluation 

process while not compromising quality. 

  

  

  

(iii)              A Productivity Leakage Model for a Manufacturing plant. 

  

            Many productivity models are either input oriented or output oriented. However, a recent 

model, the IOP model, is both input and output oriented. This model exposed some lapses in 

some productivity evaluation concepts; in that from the different orientations, the overall 

productivity of a given firm is found to be different. These lapses are being pursued in this work 

and resource leakage appears to be clue. 

  

  

  

  

  

(iv)             Design and Development of a Solar Powered Electronic Library. 

  

It has been observed that a major challenge in using most libraries is in the power supply system. 

This adversely affects the productivity of both students and staff. This work is focusing on 

developing a power audit, logistics and project implementation and operation of a solar powered 

electronic library for an academic department. It aims for 24 hour operation. It would deploy 



skills of project management and ensure cost effectiveness, scheduled operation and quality 

service and not just achieved but sustained. 
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